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APPLICA’I1ONOF DETAILED FISSION-PRODUCT DECAY GAMMA SPECTRA
IN THE CALCULATION OF PHOTONEUTRON SPECTRA FROM D(y,n)
REACTIONS IN PWR FUEL

W. B, WILSON, J. E, STEWART, AND T. R. ENGLAND
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamcs, N.M., U.S.A.
R. T. PERRY
Texas A 6 M University, College Station, Texas, U.S.A.

Abstract The magnitude, average neutron energy, and spectrum of the photoneutron source in a PWR fuel is calculated
for shutdown times to 100 v using CINDER radionuclide inventory calculations, ENDF/13-V y line decay spectra, MCNP y
transport calculations, and PHONEX D(y,n) reaction physics
calculations.

INTRODUCTION
Phctoneut.ronsare produced in light water reactors by the interaction of energetic fission-product decay y’s in (y)n) reactions
on deuterium naturally present in the water. Early calculations
of the magnitude and spectra of photoneutron sources in thermal
reactor fuels, summarized by Harris,1 were limited primarily by
the lack of evaluated decay y spectra data for the radionuclides
generated in the fuel, With the 1974 release of the fission-product data file of ENDI?/B-IV,2much of this data became available.
This file contained evaluated cross sections, direct and cumulative fission yields, and a range of’decay data including halflives, branching, Q values, and decay spectra for a’s, ~’s, y’s
and discrete electrons. The evaluated fission-product decay y
spectra for 3? of the S8 fission prodl!ctswith y’s exceeding the
l)(y,n)2,23-MeV threshold, were USId by Stametelatos and England
i!lPHONEX3 code calculations with tvaluated D(y)n) cross-section
data to calculate temporal pl~otoneutronsource spectra,4 Thesr
calculations used the y spertra, processed into 66 energy bins
with temporu] radionuclide inventories cal.cu]atedwith CINDERA
for each of 10 yield sets of ENDF/!3-IVto form aggregate y spectra
frr
a vtiriety
of irradii]t.ion
and fihutdownscena~ios, l’tlese
photoneutrofl
aggr~gate y source spectra were used to calculate
spe(-trawith PHONEX, wl]irh nssunwd that the y flux spectrum in
the deuterium-contain
ing water was proportional to the y source
spert.rumin the fuel. (Rrferenre 4 81v0 contains similar calculated rfsults for 9Be(y,nl photoneutron ~rodu(.tion,)
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CALCULATIONS WITH ENDF/B-V DATA
We have now improved upon this procedure using the more extensive
ENDF/B-V2 fission-product data released in 1980. ENDF/B-V spectra have been used with radionuclide inventories caiculaied with
CINDER and an ENDF/B-V based library for an actual PWR fuel,
14CNP6Monte Carlo y transport calculations of source y’s in the
Zirc-4 clad U02 fuel rod and water lattice, and D(y,n) reaction
physics calculations with an improved PHONX84 version of the
PHONEX code.
ENDF/B-V Decay Y Spectra Data
The fission-product data files include y decay spectra data for
247 nuclides, including 86 having y’s with energies in excess of
2.23 MeV; the maximum y energy of the file is 6.99 MeV. A nominal 0.25-MeV grid of 20 y energies from 2.23 MeV to 7 MeV was defined for use in photmeutron calculations. The decay y line
energies and intensities for all 86 nuclides, including only thr
epi-threshold y’s, were isolated in a unit decay y spectra file.
CINDER Radionuclide Inventory Calculations
CINDER inventory calculations were made for 2.56% initial enrichment fuel discharged from H. B. Robinson-2 at 31.5 GWd/tU. Previous benchmark calculations of this fuel, using exposure-dependdent resonance self-shielded act.inidecross sections and ten-moral
4-group fluxes from companion EPRI-CELL calculations modeiing a
cell of the 15 x 15 assemblies have been described in Ref. 7. The
ljhrary of ENDF/B-V data developed for the CINDER calculatio:ls
has been described in Ref. 7. From the CINDER results a file of
fuel inventories was formed for the 86 fission products, giving
atom densities (atoms/cm3 fuel) at shutdown and 47 cooling times
ranging from 0.1 s to 100 y,
MCNP~Transport Calculations
—
The geometry of the PWR clad fuel. rod and water lattice was
modeled for transport calculations as n cubic cell centered ON
one axis about.a clad fuel rod with pellet o,d, of 9,934 cm anti
clad o.d. of 1.074 cm. Each edge of’the (’cl]measured 1.43 cm,
equal to the rod pitch, and all ollts:deboundaries were refle:)ting. Element
a~om
densities
for the fuel wer~ taken f:-om the
CINDliR-calcultited
dis<harge i,nvrnturytusir~g 41NB and S9PR tu
represent the light- end heavy-mass fission products, respertivelyo Clad e“!ernent
atom densities welt tuken from the EPttlCELL engineeri:lg data for Zirc-4. Wiiter atum densities werv
taken from an assumed
1 g/cm 3 density,
approprifl~e
for dischorgr’!
fuel calculations but about 40% high for oprrating ronditiolls.
encll
y energy on thf’
Separate MCNP calru]at.ionswere ma(ie for
p-id) e~rh with 100”000 sourcf’
y’s
~t.artrdin the fuc’1from n[)
isotropic cnd homogeneous source drscripLion, Thr y trtick
]engtl)
of ●arh transported y was oinnpd by y energy ~roup and maLf*rinl,
with Lhe largest statistical unrrrt~inty in any ~roup irttrk
length in water for nny source enrrgy found to hr 6,35%, The y
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energy-binned track lengths in water for each y source energy
were divided by the source
strength
(100 000 Y’S) to produce
a
source y energy-binned track lengths in water.
file
of
unit
~HONX84 Calculation~
The original PHONEX2 code uses input y energy-binned source spectra (assumed proportional to flux, fluence, or track lengths) and
input photoelectric and photomagnetic cross sections to calculate
;Jhotoneutron spectra, using isotropic photomagnetic and sin2
photoelectric neutron angular distributions in the center-of-mass
system. The code includes energy and angle transformations to and
from each system; y track lengths are assumed uniformly distributed in energy within each y group. However, the code has cumhe~some II)and provides
no method of lnputing
target
atom densiA modified version PHONX84 was used with deuterium phototies.
neutron cross sect]on data of the earlier calculations and the
light water deuterium atom density, taking deuteriu.mat 150 ppm
lH, to calculate unit y water track length phot.oneutronspectra
in 100-ke’4 bins.
RESULTS
The files frum each activity described above were retained for
the greatest flexibility of application. For these aggregate
photol]eu!ron
calculations, the unit decay y line spectra file of
reduced ENDF/B-V data was first used (by interpolation) with thv
filf’of unit source ( energy-hin,ledtrack leng~hs in wa~er reduced from MCNP results to produce a file of unit decay water
track lengths for each of” t.ho 86 fission products. This fil~’
was, in turn, combined witl]Lhf’ filf’of unit y water track lc:lgttl
photor]cutronsp~l(trii
produced from PHnNX84 calculations, produ(sprctra for eoch of’the 86
ing a filr c,funit decay photonl}l]trorl
fissior~products. This lil[~was t.bet]
combined with nu(]i{{rdrray
rorlst.ants
and the fissiou product inventory f’ilrto calclllatethf’
irlFigure 1, and spectra, shown illFigure 2, of”
magniturfr,sllowll
Thtl
tiwf’,
Lh; ph(~tonrtltron
sourer in t!]e fur*lat. earil cooling
I)}iotoneutrorl
source was found to I)(!
neg?igible (<l n/s/rm:{furl)
:L(cooling timcssbeyond a few +.hous:Ind hours.
CillCUlatiOll
C8~)ilt)i 1 ity conl~)lcmrilts
This photonc’ltroll
sp~ctra
atid
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FIGURE 1 Phot.oneuLron
source magnitude and average neutron
energy of discharged 31.5 GWd/tU 2,56% H, E, Robinsoli-2PWR
fuel.
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